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Murputja Anangu School is a Birth - 12 school located on the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands in the far north-west
of South Australia. It is a member of the Anangu Lands Partnership which includes 8 schools on the APY Lands and 2 schools
from the Maralinga Tjarutja Lands. Murputja Anangu School provides education to the children and families of Kanpi, Nyapari
and Murputja. The primary language of the community is Pitjantjatjara. English is largely restricted to school and other service
providers. There is a high level of mobility amongst families with students moving between communities in the APY Lands, the
NPY Lands (WA) and the Northern Territory. Families have strong connections to culture and school attendance may be
affected by participation in cultural business throughout the year.
Kanpi and Nyapari are two small communities with a population of less than a 100 people in the two communities. Services in
the two communities are minimal but include police, Nganampa Health (Nyapari), Tjungu Palya Art Centre (Nyapari), the Kanpi
Store (Kanpi) and RASAC (Kanpi). The communities also have two sports teams - one in football and one in softball - the
Murputja Eagles.
In 2018, there were 26 enrolments at Murputja Anangu School. However, the high level of mobility of students resulted in ___
students attending Murputja Anangu School during the year. Attendance at school is supported through a daily school bus and
a preschool bus for parents and children. The school also had a School Attendance Officer employed through the Remote
Schools Attendance Strategy.
The school staff in 2019 consisted of a Principal in his second year of tenure, a Teaching and Learning Coordinator, a
Secondary Teacher, a Primary teacher, an Early Years teacher, 2 Anangu Coordinators, 2 Anangu Educators and an SSO. The
school is the largest employer of local people in the community.
Students are taught the Australian Curriculum with a strong emphasis on literacy and numeracy. Students accessed swimming
lessons weekly in Term 1 and Term 4 through Pipalyatjara and Amata Swimming Pools. Students also participated in learning
on country at different times throughout the year. Murputja students also had the opportunity to attend camps in Adelaide for
the Wiltja program and an urban experience camp. Our students were also keen participants in Ernabella Sports and Dance.
Other opportunities that were available for students were the Music Outback program, the Instrumental Music Program, and
Willpower.
Key events and highlights in 2018 were:
- Ernabella Sports and Dance - Murputja won the prize for Best Music.
- Preschool Early Years camp to Kalka to learn about Warru
- Learning on country at Kunamata and Malilu Cave
- Port Elliot School's Yr6/7 visit to Murputja in Term 3
- an Art and Wellbeing program supported by CAMHS.
- Continued involvement in VET programs at the Trade Training Centre, Umuwa.
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Due to family mobility, it was often difficult to operate Governing Council effectively. However, the Governing Council was able
to meet twice in 2018. The Governing Council and other community members provided feedback to the school for the External
Review. This feedback highlighted that the community valued the location of the school as it ensured that children were at
school all day. They supported a bilingual approach and the valuing of Pitjantjatjara at school and believed that students
wanted to attend school. They wanted to have more involvement of community, particularly on school camps. The community
valued the sharing of information about student learning, but wanted to understand the data captured better.
The Governing Council Chair in 2018 was Katrina Pollard.
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The Family Centre is a critical learning environment for our younger children and parents. In 2018, the Family Centre continued
to see growth in playgroup and preschool enrolments. Attendance was supported through the provision of a morning and
afternoon bus run. The Family Centre was led by key educator, Christina Son. A number of Anangu Educators worked in the
space. However, consistent engagement of an Anangu Educator was difficult.
QA1
Family Centre staff focused on creating a literacy-rich environment in Pitjantjatjara. There was also a focus on the development
of One Plans for all children.
QA2
The Family Centre worked closely with a range of agencies, including Nganampa Health, to support the needs of children. A
healthy breakfast, snack and lunch was provided through the school nutrition program to every child. The key educator worked
with Anangu Educators to support the development of understanding of duty of care.
QA3
Students were exposed to ideas of sustainability through a range of programs, explorations and learning activities.
QA4
The key educator was EY qualified and other identified staff were encouraged to attend FAFT training and/or Cert III in Early
Childhood. However, this was irregular
QA5
Key learning activities focused on sharing, communication and emotional regulation throughout the year. Staff continued to
work with support services and Cora Barclay to support early intervention to students with significant hearing loss.
QA6
Families were welcomed into the family centre and on regular learning on country excursions. Children with additional needs
were identified and linked to supports where possible.
QA7
Staff endeavoured to meet regularly to support the implementation of the QIP. This was not always achieved.
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Murputja Anangu School had four key priorities in 2018.
1. Identify, share, develop and adapt highly effective teaching practices
2. Create safe and rigorous conditions for learning and wellbeing
3. Lead and strengthen family and community partnerships
4. Connect and embed culture and language into school practices
1. Identify, share, develop and adapt highly effective teaching practices
There was a continued focus on the development of oral language and the teaching of reading and writing through a
systematic synthetic phonics program. This saw continued growth in students phonological awareness and confidence in
reading. Staff participated in two Learning Design, Assessment and Moderation days with Pipalyatjara and Amata schools
which supported partnership collaboration and the building of expertise between these three schools. Wave interventions in
literacy and behaviour were implemented for identified students and student data continues to be tracked to inform these.
2. Create safe and rigorous conditions for learning and wellbeing
In 2018, staff continued to develop expertise as experts in Trauma-informed Practice. Building understanding of the 10
Essential Skills of Classroom Management was a focus in the first half of the year. Staff also began to explore wellbeing
through the lens of the Berry Street Educational Model.
3. Lead and strengthen family and community partnerships
The school community had strong involvement in our Early Years space throughout the year. This was supported through
assertive outreach to families (bus run). The school reviewed strategies to connect deeply with families and adjusted
parent-teacher interviews to reflect context better. This resulted in highly engaging exhibitions and family days that connected
parents and caregivers to student learning.
4. Connect and embed culture and language into school practices.
Pitjantjatjara was successfully taught in both primary and secondary classes throughout 2018. A 0.2FTE staff member was
employed as a local coordinator of the First Language Maintenance and Development program. Anangu staff were supported
to plan and implement the First Language program. The school continued to connect with Port Elliot Primary School for a
successful cultural exchange.
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As a school that often has fewer than 20 students eligible to sit NAPLAN in each year level, small changes in the number of our
students results can cause large changes in the percentages shown in the previous graphs. This makes it more difficult to use
those percentages to draw reliable conclusions about changes in performance from year to year.
In the primary years, Murputja saw continued improvement of students phonological awareness. This is a critical skill for
students who are still developing the ability to hear the sounds of English. We also saw growth in students language and
literacy levels, particularly for students with more regular attendance.
In the secondary years, Murputja had consistent engagement with the Trade Training Centre, with one student completing a
Certificate I in Hospitality.
The External School Review of Murputja Anangu School conducted in June 2018 recognised that evidence-based approaches
were being used to target and track students. It also recognised that there was a culture of improvement at Murputja Anangu
School characterised by high expectations of students.
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Murputja Anangu School works closely with the communities of Nyapari and Kanpi to support students to attend
school every day. The school runs a daily bus run for both the Family Centre and the school. Student attendance at
school may be affected by families moving between communities including across state and territory borders. A
period of time often elapses between when a child leaves Nyapari and Kanpi and when they re-enter a school in
another community. As a school, we work with neighbouring schools to develop a strong understanding of our
families movements to support school connection in other communities. This includes relationships with the KITES
program, NT schools and Ngaanyatjarra Lands School in WA as well as South Australian schools.
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Enrolment at the Family Centre continued to grow throughout 2018. Preschool families are supported and
encouraged to come to school through the provision of a bus program each day. Student numbers fluctuate
regularly, depending on family needs and mobility. Parents are welcomed and included in all aspects of the Family
Centre through the operation of a combined playgroup and preschool session.

The school reviewed our school behaviour policy at the end of 2017. This led to a number of changes to support
student behaviour and wellbeing in 2018. All staff have engaged in training in Trauma-informed practice. School
leadership attended four days of Berry Street Educational Model training in August 2018 and staff have developed
a rich understanding of the impact of trauma on physical responses from children.
The school worked closely with Support Services staff to develop a Wave intervention focused on social-emotional
learning for identified children.
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A formal client opinion survey was not conducted in 2018. However, the school regularly consults community using
culturally responsive strategies.
Through our community consultation, families highlighted that they valued the use of Pitjantjatjara at school. They
supported the nutrition program, and believed that children wanted to attend school regularly. The community
highly valued community involvement in the school, but wanted there to be more attendance by family members on
school camps. They also wanted there to be more male staffing. They wanted to raise the value of cultural
knowledge by ensuring that elders who taught traditional knowledge were not volunteers. Families in Kanpi and
Nyapari supported and valued the use of evidence to inform teaching and learning at Murputja - however, they
wanted to see this transposed to Pitjantjatjara.
The communities reported feeling welcome at school, particularly new families. They supported the school bus
programs and nutrition programs.
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Students regularly move between schools on the APY Lands, NPY Lands and the Northern Territory as well as to
schools in Adelaide, Port Augusta and other urban areas. There are limited employment opportunities post-school in
Nyapari and Kanpi. The school continues to work with service providers to identify opportunities for students to enter
employment and/or further education.

All staff have current teachers registration or relevant history screenings. All visitors and volunteers have appropriate
screenings.
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1251624.49
$11624.28
($486.00)
$10835.10

Not applicable. However, early intervention program implemented using the Cora Barclay service,
supporting both teacher and parents to implement a program

Supports the employment of a teacher in
Early Years.

Supplemented the employment of a Teaching and Learning Coordinator

Not applicable

Not applicable.

Employment of additional AEWs to support student learning.

Not applicable. Funded under First Language Maintenance and Development.

Ongoing.

